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Interactive Relationships with Computers

in Teaching Reading

Rene M. Doublier

I. Introduction

'Coincident with the widespread introduction of automatic com-

putational machinery (around twenty years ago), a new science, came.

into being whose fundamental goat was to develop improvements in

the techniques of man/machine communication. It soon became

obvious to the "computer scientist" that many potential users of

digital processors were thwarted by the difficulties associated with

mastering the very difficult, low-level, machine-language program-

ming techniques then available, and so (with invaluable assistance.

from linguists and grammarians), programming system architects

set out upon the development of near-natural programming languages

which have since become known under such popular mnemonic titles

as "Fortran," "Algol, '1 "Cobol," etc. Yet, even with these vastly

simplified translators, the ultimate means of communication with

machines remained an elusive goal.

"If computers could only speak their answers
as well as display them graphically..."

"If computers could only hear and understand
spoken requests as well as those made on typewriters,
punched cards, -or magnetic tape...
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The first of these capabilities is commonly referred to as
computer-generated or "synthesized" speech, whereas the second
(and, incidently, by far the more difficult task) is usually termed
automatic speech recognition.

The applications of such a system are too numerous and varied
to attempt a complete listing in the present paper. Rather, it is
our purpose to acquaint the reader with the fundamental technical
problems currently limiting the "state of the art" in man/machine

communications, and to present a possible model for a specialized
application, namely a "Computer-Assisted Reading Educational
System (CARES).

It is hoped that, in the coursd of this exposition, some of the
problems facing the computer scientist in teaching a machine to
speak and to understand human speech will be recognized as being
common to the teacher/human pupil situation.



Sorge Fundamental Linguistic Concepts _

Speeal is a form of communication between human beings which
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involves the generation and reception of a rather complex acoustic

signal. The first major decision facing an architect of a man/machine

communication system is that of establishing the fundamental lin-

guistic units which are either to be converted to acoustic energy

(synthesized) or extracted from a received waveform (recognized).

The most familiar language units are, of cou se, words. It

might seem natural then to propose that our strategy employ the

stored characteristics of a table of words, represent.Aive of the

base language. However, the awesome size of most unabridged

dictionaries of, for example, the English language suggests that

inordinately large amounts of computer memory capacity would be

required to tabularize the characteristics of words and their various

derivatives.

Closer examination of the acoustic properties of human speech

reveals that we can express the elemental sounds of a language as

a finite set of discrete symbols, commonly called "segmental

phonemes. "

Naively then, it would appear that a far simpler and more

efficient linguistic representation could be achieved by specifying

the langus.ge at the phonemic' level, and that speech could be

trtitipi:41W(hiti W-do ad-rib4d 'a rtlf6?
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produced (or recognized) by a simple concatenation (or segmentation)

bf these discrete units. Unfortunately, three significant problems

associated with the characteristics of human speech severely compli-

cate the segmental phoneme approach.

First of all, continuous speech is not particularly amenable

to discrete analysis. The acoustic properties of one phoneme are

not isolated and readily segmented from those of the surrounding

phonemes. Thus, it is difficult to establish phoneme boundaries,

since the characteristics of one phoneme often glide continuously

into those of the following phoneme. This, of course, would severely

complicate automatic (machine) recognition procedures based solely

on phonemic segmentation:

Secondly, these "characteristic" acoustic propertie areIt

highly context sensitive. That is, the propertiei of a giv n phoneme

vary according to the linguistic and acoustic properties of the sur-

rouuding phonemes.

Finally, there are significant variations in speech patterns,

not only from one speaker to the next, but also in identical phrases-

spoken by a mingle tpeaker on different occasions.

The trade-off is therefore evident. Either we rag-titre vast

amounts of memory to store our-library oflarger speech units

phta.. seSs, = sentendeS, etc. ), or we mush diveldp-aita

efficiehtly prog'rar is -a civnple.k.sCt anAS.peiker'4de-Oe4deht,

euies'for-itiodftyirig the beha.V1.0'iltid're'C'ciAtOtit the,f31460'0'41-e'S 6f = _
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our smaller (phonemic) elements, Until computer science develops

more advanced and cost-effective techniques of storing and rapidly

retrieving the staggering quantity of data require.d to characterize

a diverse vocabulary of words, phrases, or sentences, it would

appear that the only feasible technical approach to the synthesis and

recognition problems would employ phonemes as basic linguistic
units. Once that decision has been made, the next fundamental

question to be considered relates to the order of complexity of the

phoneme modifier rules.

Research completed at the University of Southern California's

Acoustic Phonetics and Hybrid Computation Laboratories has

yielded a set of phoneme characteristics and context-modifier rules

for General American English which have been compactly programmed

in computers of only moderate size. (1) Employing these charac-

teristics and rules, in conjunction with a Terminal Analog Speech

Synthesizer, researchers have produced artificially -generated

speech of high intelligibility and reasonable natural quality.

While satisfactory solutions to the synthesis problem have

been achieved utilizing phonemic-level analysis, the previously

mentioned problems of phoneme boundary identification and human

speaker variations have severely restricted progress in the area
of-automatic apeeCh recognition,

. _

".`itIntlier6,160-be--"ri`of041hatrlheite4ules-are language alio:1431644-'41'110a
_'6'64'61f1316-.
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Some Additional Thoughts on the Recognition Problem

In designing an algorithm for machine recognition of human

speech, we might hope to pattern our strategy a.fter our best under-

standing of how the human brain decodes the speech waveform.

Unfortunately, the actual mechanism of human perception and recog-
nition of speech are only rather poorly understood. For example,
little is known about the temporal span of the recognition unit. Some

researchers argue that the phonemic level is the most likely, while
others propose that the recognitIon process is accomplished at higher .

linguistic levels, such as syllables, or even possibly words. Since

we have concluded that speech is a random process which shows

strong evidence of being non-stationanr, it is small wonder that

past attempts at automatic machine recognition of human speech

have met with only very limited success. This is primarily a result,
of the fact that these experiments have been based, to a large extent,

on acoustic pattern recognition, and have made only restricted

usage of other available cues and lingUistic constraints.

The evidence appears to be mounting that a generalized recog-
nition algorithm -(that is, one which is speaker-independent and

which assumes no a priori knowledge of spoken text) will be based

not only upon the recognition of 'acoustical pattarrib` Of elemental

sound Units (for example,- phonemes), but will also require higher
level decodeis"

a, sPeech'reiogrilifOn'''siiiteiy-`010i

tasks le 4-6
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arguments would lead one to conclude that, at least on some occa-

sions it will be necessary to employ the more powerful techniques

of analysis at higher linguistic levels. It is th;-: research and

development of this minimal set of rules which is the principal

stumbling block facing speech researchers.

The foregoing would seem to paint a rather bleak picture for

mmediate potential of interactive (man/machine) comrnunica-the

tions. However, if we now focus our attention on a particular

application of this capability, some simplifying assumptions may be

made which will significantly reduce the magnitude of the techno-

logical problems which must be hurdled.

Computer-Assisted Reading Instruction: The Model

One of the fundamental problems facing our educational system

is that of providing adequate individualized reading instruction.

"Classes containing thirty-five to forty students
are, unfortunately, numerous. Teachers of reading
in these classrooms complain that they cannot do the
job. They mean that they cannot find time for thorough
ongoing diagnosis and individual programs for the
children who need individual help." (2)

Furthermore, current economic pressures on educational fuiLding

are aggravating rather than alleviating this problem.

It would appear then that, just as our universities-and colle-ges

'have Oevelopeci'S)isterns*permit'intliViclUalized practice

Lairge«,40.1e inititidtien-Ot foreign language-6' (4-ainindfilY'4,(0

-olangtiag-6 labo-Ot6rfe'illy,, it iiratiritciii-riate- to 6-;;-- 0:46171lib;applia-a.

tiOn'Or-M-64:0--ritA-661inOlo-EV.
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instruction. The following is a brief description of some of the

essential and desirable features of a computer-based system for

reading instruction.

Pupil Terminals - The pupil terminal includes the interface

equipment for displaying written text (either in phonic or lexical

form), receiving and converting the pupil's spoken responses into

digital data and the digital-to-analog/synthetic voice tract, equip-

rnent necessary to produce artificial speech. The graphic display

would be best implemented using a cathode ray tube system with

the additional features of a movable cursor to pace the student, an

electrostatic pointer to permit the student to synchronize the com-

puter to his position in the text, and a phonic-equivalent display above

the lexical form of the word.

(Z) Instructional Feedback - The system must have the capability

of providing corrective instructions to the student. This, of course,

implies that the system must be capable of not only generating high-

quality, natural-sounding speech, but also of identifying error

patterns or difficulties in pronouriciation in the student's spoken

text. Note-however that this "speech recognition" requirement is

a-considerably simplified version of that described in earlier see-
.

-lions of this paper, since the cork-touter may beprotirarnnriedsto'have

a jiriork knowle doe- ;Of the text. The -r-e-tegnitibri--ts.'Sk-ciAlitii--`re-dtfCed

tO-Ofit 'e6tripAIthietifie-'06-peitte-131-ef-th-e 'stioken'atotlfatiOal- w40144-4-tri

Ker tedby the
-

Whetil-lif§lCoiripari-sOiicexceeds*-aditte Title
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"pronounciation accuracy" threshold, the computer will issue

corrective instructions as both graphic and audible corrective

responses (phonic, word, and/or phrase).

(3) System Response Time - The system must operate in as near
"real time" as possible. Significant delays in input/output proces-
sing would prove disastrous in a reading instruction environment.

Using as a basis the aforementioned research performed at the

University of Southern California (1), it is estimated that a small,

special-purpose processor, with 32K main-memory capacity, and

one to two microsecond memory cycle time would provide sufficient

computational power and speed.

(4) Cost and Development Lead-Time - Excluding initial develop-

ment costs, individual pupil terminals (including central computer

processing) could be delivered (in quantities of fifty pupil terminals)

at a cost of around $35, 000 per unit. Although this cost may appear

excessive, it should be noted that the useful life of the system call be

reasonably estimated to exceed five years. The development lead-
time of the CARES system, assuming a significant commitment on

the, part of a major computer manufacturer would be less than five
years.

IV.. Some Final Thoughts

With e_verY day:that:pas Sas, our way of life hecomes *Ore

'Nkhatite'ithey be the large

ari'§61vi'p.i.-ebleiou ln

sec 6 tii-en: ft 1 Oat -Si -or_ t'tie' tirna A
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special purpose devices that perform routine accounting and con-
trolling tasks. And yet, although these machines touch all of our
lives in one way or another, their fullest potential to serve mankind
will be realized only when we develop methods of teaching computers
to communicate in the manner most natural to us, namely spolvin
language.

1. Doublier, R. M., Speech Generation and Recognition UnderHybrid Computer control, PhD Thesis, University, ofSouthern California (February 1972).
2. Heilman A. W., Principles and Practices of TeachinReadin , Columbus, Ohio, C. E. Meril u is ng o.Pp.


